The class
You can find this class and all our other English classes on our Facebook page.

Language quiz
Now let’s practise what you learned in this lesson!

Decide if the words in the sentences are spelled correctly or incorrectly. If they are incorrect, write the correct spelling. Pay attention to homophones (words that sound the same but have different spelling and meaning).

Example
Your going to there party, aren’t you?

Answer
Incorrect – You’re going to their party, aren’t you?

1. The walls are looking a bit bear – let's buy some paintings.
2. Don’t get off the bike until it's stationary.
3. Great work! I’ll grate some cheese for the pizza.
4. She complemented me on the soup and said it was the best she’d ever tried.
5. Are you going shopping? Can you get some flower for the bread to?
6. I rode my bike along the middle of the road.

Well done! Now you can check your answers at the bottom of the next page.
Speaking and writing practice

Now it’s time to practise your writing. Using all the pairs of homophones you learnt in the live lesson (and any others you can think of), write 5 sentences each containing a homophone pair.

Here’s are some examples:

*I’ll see you in the frozen food aisle.*
*The whole field is covered in holes.*
*I rode my bike along the middle of the road.*

Read your sentences out to a friend and see if they can spot the pairs of homophones.

Answers to exercise on page 1

1. Incorrect. The walls are looking a bit bare – let’s buy some paintings.
2. Correct.
3. Correct.
4. Incorrect. She complimented me on the soup and said it was the best she’d ever tried.
5. Incorrect. Are you going shopping? Can you get some flour for the bread too?
6. Correct.